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INTRODUCTION
Accordingly to the schedule of training (herewith attached) established in the contract, the
training sessions took place during almost five months in 3 sites (see geographic distribution
p…):
-

Banteay Neang on August 8th 2011 (for New licensees from the provinces of Pursat,
Battambang, Banteay Mean Chey, Oddar mean Chey and Siemreap) and advanced group of the

-

zone around Banteay Neang for finance)
Skoun, on september 21st (for new licensees for Basic courses, and advanced group of
the zone around Skoun for finance)

Siemreap Kantuot
(for Advanced groups of all over Cambodia)
o on August 15th 2011 til ….
th
o on November… 2011 till 31rst December (for Basic groups from South and East of
Cambodia)

The first REF training session which startted in Banteay Neang, was honored by an introductive
Ceremony presided by HE Hul Khunnak Vuth, First Vice–Chairman of EAC, assisted by Mr Theng
Marith acting Executive Director of EAC. EAC provide us all cooperation we requested.
This Banteay Neang session was followed, one week later, on August 15th, by another session in
Siemreap Kantout, dedicated to technique courses for the whole advanced REEs in the country.
On the 20th of September, the session in Banteay Neang has been completed, and the training
moved the following day to Skoun, in due time.
The On the Job Training Programme has been also undertaken at due time in the Northern
Estern and western parts of the country. Every new REE has been visited for 2 days for “audit”
assessment and help if needed. This was a first good and very fruitful experience. REEs
appreciated strongly our presence and help. All except big enterprises, wished to have such a
kind of training more regularly. Because of exceptional flooding, this programme had been
temporarily interrupted. It has resumed intensively in mid November, and has been entirely
completed at the end of December. One hundred REEs have been visited.
All courses were going well, along with the established planning et curriculum.
Accommodations were provided on the sites to facilitate attendance. Even more, evening
courses were given for those who stayed in the “school”.
There were however, some concerns related to the rate of absences (20-35%), even though this
figure is usual. Many reasons could explain that (see pages…..). Attendance in Skoun was the
most the worse (35%), because flooding.
Rigor and flexibility prevail in our training action. We were doing our best to organize it in
accordance with the planning and schedule, taking into account the needs of REEs, their
geographic spreading, to reach our main objective: facilitating their attendance, lowering cost
and saving time for REEs, so making the training affordable, efficient and effective.
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PRELIMINARY INFORMATIONS

-

EXTRACT OF TERMS OF REFERENCE
GEOGRAPHIC SPREADING OF REES AND OUR 3 TRAINING SITES
SCHEDULE OF TRAINING, a road map for working
CURRICULUM:
o Basic Technique
o Basic Finance
o Advanced Technique
o Advanced Finance
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EXTRACT OF TERMS OF REFERENCE

6

GEOGRAPHIC SPREADING OF REEs
And THEIR ATTENDANCE IN 3 CENTERS

7

SCHEDULE OF TRAINING,
road map for implementing our 5 months training

This schedule shows :
- the planning of activities in the 3 centers
- the dividing of REEs number in several batches, with training for both managers and technicians
as well for technique as for Finance courses.
- The Parallel /simultaneous activities, especially the on job training for what CKN has to spread his
trainers staff over all provinces.
This schedule has been slightly adapted to avoid overlap with the REF/EAC seminars and meetings
(see final schedule in Annex 1)
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CURRICULUM TECHNIQUE

BASIC MANAGERS/TECHNICIANS
(7 days)
ៃថ� ទ១
ី
្រពឹក

 ទូ េ�ៃនអគ� ិសនី និង្របភពអគ� ិសនី ចរន� �ប់ ចរន� ��ស់
+ ��ល់ពីនិយមន័យអគ� ិសនី : តង់ស� ្យង ចរន�
+ ��ល់ពីេ្រគ�ងអគ� ិសនី : េរសុីស�ង់ កុងដង់ បូ � �ន
+ ��ល់ពីនិយមន័យ : េរសុីស�ង់ កុងដង់ បូ � �ន
+ �រេ្របើ្រ�ស់ Meter : �ស់R (Ω), U(DC/AC), I(A)DC

រេសៀល

+ �របង��ំេរសុីស�ង់ : -បង��ំ�េសរ �, -បង��ំ�ែខ� ង, -បង��ំ�ចំរុះ
+ �ស់�ក់ែស� ងេផ� �ង�មួ យ�រគណ�

យប់

+ លំ�ត់េ្រ�េ�៉ង

ៃថ� ទ២
ី
្រពឹក

 តង់ស� ្យង និងប៉ូ តង់ែស្យល
+ ច�ប់អូម : គណ� RT, IT, U1, V េផ� �ង��ត់�មួ យ�រ �ស់�ក់ែស� ង
+ បង��ំែខ� ង : �ស់ IT, UT, RT េផ� �ង��ត់�មួ យ�រ�ស់�ក់ែស� ង
+ បែន� មពី�រ�ស់ Meter េ�យច�ស់�ងមុន

រេសៀល

+ បង��ំចំរុះ : �ស់ និងគណ� R, U, I , V
+ េរសុីស�ង់ែខ្សចំលង
លំ�ត់�រ�រ��

យប់

ៃថ� ទ៣
ី
្រពឹក

+ ែកលំ�ត់�រ�រផ� ះ
 �នុ�ពអគ� ិសនី : - និយមន័យ, - �រ�ត់បង់�នុ�ពេលើែខ្សប�
� ញ,
- �រ�ត់បង់�នុ�ពប�
� ញ1��
+ រក R ែខ្ស, �នុ�ព�ត់េលើែខ្ស, រក�មពល�ត់េលើែខ្ស គិតលុយែដល
�ត់បង់
+
េចះគណ�រកទំហំែខ្សប�
� ញ េបើចង់�នតំៃលតង់ស� ្យងឲ្យ្រត�វនឹង
ចង់�ន
+ គណ�តង់ស� ្យងដក់ចេ��ះផ� ះនីមួយៗ
+ �រ�ត់បង់�នុ�ពេលើប�
� យ 3��

រេសៀល

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

�រ�ត់បង់�នុ�ព្របព័ន� 3��
�រ�ត់បង់�នុ�ពេលើែខ្សណឺត
�រេ្រប�បេធៀប��រ�ង�នុ�ព�ត់បង់ប�
� យ 1�� និង 3��
�នុ�ព�ន�រ
គណ��នុ�ពែដលេ្រគ�ងទទួ លសុី
គណ�េរសុីស�ង់ែដល�នកំណត់េ�េលើអំពូល
អំពូលបង��ំ�េស៊ រ �
អំពូលបង��ំ�ែខ� ង

យប់

ៃថ� ទ៤
ី
្រពឹក

រេសៀល

+ កំែនលំ�ត់ អំពូលបង��ំេស៊ រ � និងែខ� ង
 �នុ�ពចរន� ��ស់
+ ពន្យល់ចរន� ��ស់
+ �នុ�ពចរន� ��ស់ 1�� : លំ�ត់�នុ�ព1�� S, P, Q
+ �នុ�ពចរន� ��ស់ 3�� : លំ�ត់�នុ�ព 3�� S, P, Q �មរេបៀប
គិត1�� េហើយសរុបប��ល
� ��, លំ�ត់�នុ�ព 3�� S, P, Q �ម រេបៀប
គិត3��
េហើយសរុបប��ល
� ��, លំ�ត់�នុ�ព 3��
S, P, Q
�មរេបៀបគិត� ំង3��
+ បែន� មលំ�ត់ទុកេធ� ើយប់
 �រ�រេ្របើ្រ�ស់េ្រគ�ងអគ� ិសនី
1. ឌីសុងទ័រ ( Disjoncteur)
2. កុងទ័រ (Compteur)
3. T I (Transformateur de Current)

យប់

ៃថ� ទ៥
ី
្រពឹក

+ TI បន� ប�� ប់
4. Timer
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រេសៀល

5. Timer 24h : - េ�ល�រេធ� &
ើ ដំេនើរ�រ, - េរៀនសិត(Set) េ�៉ង,
- េសៀគ� ី��ប់ប��កុង�ក់ទរ័ �មួ យកុងដង់
+ �រៈ្របេ�ជន៍�នេ្រចើន : - Time (Minute, second), -េសៀគ� ីប��
អំពូលេ្របើ Timer
6. Relais Thermique : - េ�ល�រេធ� ើ�រ,េសៀគ� ី��ប់�មួ យ
Condensateur3Φ
+ េសៀគ� ីប����ប់េភ� ើងឲ្យកុងដង់�ទ័រេ្របើ Start, Stob
+ េសៀគ� ីប����ប់េភ� ើងឲ្យ Motor េ�យេ្របើ Start, Stob
+ អនុវត� តំេឡើង Circuit ប�� Timer (minute និង24h) ��ប់េភ� ើងឲ្យ
កុងដង់�ទ័រ
+ េសៀគ� ីប����ប់េភ� ើងឲ្យកុងដង់�ទ័រេ្របើ Start, Stop

យប់

ៃថ� ទ៦
ី
្រពឹក

+ បេ្រង�នេសៀគ� ី្របព័ន�្រត� តពិនិត្យប�
� ញ
+ េសៀគ� ី�ឡិ� Cos
+ េសៀគ� ីអំែពែម៉្រត�មួ យកុង�ក់ Select
+ េសៀគ� ី voltage�មួ យ កុង�ក់ Select
+ េសៀគ� ី�ឡិ��ស់េ�ហ� កង់
+ េសៀគ� ី�ឡិ��ស់ KW
+ អនុវត� តំេឡើង Circuit � ំងេនះ

រេសៀល

+ បន� អនុវត� តំេឡើង Circuit �ងេលើ��ប់េភ� ើង Test ��ប់េភ� ើងឲ្យ Motor
និង�យកុងដង់�ទ័រ
+ ្របលង�កល្បង្រប�ំស��ហ៍

យប់

ៃថ� ទ៧
ី
្រពឹក

+ រ�លឹកេមេរៀន�ស់
+ បេ្រង�នេសៀគ� ី Alternateur 3��មិនេ្របើ AVR
+ បេ្រង�នេសៀគ� ី Alternateur 3��េ្របើ AVR
+បេ្រង�នពី�៉សុីន�ក់ែស� ង : - ពីតំែហរ� ំ�៉សុីន, - �រ្រត� តពិនិត្យ�៉សុីន
មុនបេ�� ះ
+ ដំេណើរ�រ�៉សុីន
+ េ��ះ និងទី�ំងេ�េលើតួ�៉សុីន និងរេបៀប�ស់អូមដី
បេ�� ះ�៉សុីន�ស់េភ� ើងពី Alternateur និងជួ សជុលកង��ន់
+ ប��ំង��យរ ូប�ពបេច� កេទស

រេសៀល

្របលងប�� ប់វគ�
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CURRICULUM FINANCE
BASIC MANAGERS (4 days)

I Financial general
1) Assets
2) Liabilities
3) Equity
4) Revenue
5) Expense
6) Fixed cost
7) Variable cost
8) Profit/ loss
9) Depreciation, Accumulated depreciation
10) Loan
11) Interest
12) Account Receivable
13) Working capital

II Measuring and Recording Transaction
 Double Entry
1) General Journal
2) General Ledger
3) Trial Balance
4) Financial Statement
- Income statement
- Statement of retained earning
- Balance sheet
-

III Revenue and Operating cost management
1) Operating cost
2) Revenue
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CURRICULUM TECHNIQUE

ADVANCED MANAGERS/TECHNICIANS (4 days)
Day1
Morning

Reminding of Multimeter (ACV /DCV / Ω …)

1. Measuring voltage AC/DC Through a AC-DC converter. Watching the signal on an
oscilloscope
2. Using the drawing of analog multimeter to explain different measurements.
3. Using Ohm scale to measure resistors and humain resistance (to evaluate the
danger of electricity)
4. Measuring Voltage and potential
5. Calculating the resistances of a wire/cable for various diameter. Simulating their
values by a serie of reel resistors and measuring potential on different points. Calculating
verifying the voltage drop .
6. grouping resistors (serie, parallel). Measuring and applied exercices.
7. calculating the resistance of a wire according to the formula:
ρfor S=
2

2

R=

2

25mmρ ,for
35mm
,50mm
S of cable/wire
8. coefficient
different
metals (Cu, Al,...). How to calculate the section
when changing from Cu to Al (coefficient 1.57).
9. How to change from Al to Cu (Coefficient0.63). Exercices.
10. Drop of voltage.
.
11. Ohm law. U=RI R = U ; I = U ;...
12. Calculating the voltageIdrop onRthe cable with different diameters and different
metals.

Afternoon 13. Drawing a relay control system ON/OFF 1 point and 2 points, controlling a fan.
Evening

14. Junction of MV, LV Cable and Under ground Cable
15.Practice: mounting a contactor circuit ON/OFF)

DAY 2
្រពឹក

�ត់បង់ រ � ទ��ក់តង់ស� ្យងេ�េលើែខ្សចំលងអគ� ិសនីU

= RI

១៦.�នុ�ពកំេ�េលើែខ្ស
U �មពលW = Pt េ�េលើ្របព័ន� LV
2
P =ន
UI
= RI
១៧.លំ�ត់�ត់បង់េលើ្របព័
� តង់
ស� ្យង= ១�� និង៣��
R
Transformateur (ប��ញរ ូបទូ េ�)
១.ដំេណើរ�រនិង េ�ល�រណ៍របស់ ្រតង់ស�័រ�៉ទ័រ (១�� និង៣��)
២.តំណ្រតង់ស�័រ�៉ទ័រ ( ្រតីេ�ណ ��យ ហ្សិចហ�ក់ )
៣.�រតំេឡើង ទ��ក់ តង់ស� ្សងេ�យេ្របើ ខ� ��ច់ (រ ូបប��ញ និង �រ�ក់ទង )
៤.គណ� IMT, IBT, Fusible, Disjoncteur �ម�នុ�ព ១��និង៣���មរយៈ P ; S ; Q
Safety in MV and LV
េសៀគ� ីប��កុង�ក់ទ័រ េ�យ ប៊ូ តុង ON / OFF ១និង២កែន� ង
Over /Under Voltage (Auto Recloser)LV
៥.Video សុវត� ិ�ព េ្រ�ះ��ក់ ជួ សជុល ែថ� ំ តំេឡើង HV , LV
2

រេសៀល
យប់

ប�� ប់តប�
� ញេសៀគ� ី ON/OFF ២កែន� ង េលើកុង�ក់ទ័រេ�យេសៀគ� ី�នុ�ព៣��

ៃថ� ទី៣

្រពឹក

៦.េ្រប�បេធៀប�រ�ត់បង់េលើ្រតង់ស�រ�៉ទ័រ៣�� (100KvA) ពីរ�៉ក
ឧ១: អនុ�ពែដល្រតង់ស�រ�៉ទ័រ�នបេ�� ញ�មេ្រគ�ងទទួ លែដល�នេ្របើ្រ�ប់
ឧ២: កំ�ង
ំ ្រតង់ស�រ�៉ទ័រែដល្រត�វគណ��ក់
ឧ៣: សិក�ពី�នុ�ព P ; Q ; S ៃន្រតង់ស�រ�៉ទ័រ
ឧ៤: លំ�ត់ ពី P ; Q ; S េ្របើេមគុណេដើម្បីេ�ះ្រ�យរក P ; Q ; S �នរហ័ស

កុងទ័រ (Compteur)

១.លក� ណៈបេច� កេទស្រតឹម្រត�វៃន�រតំេឡើង Compteur ១�� និង ៣��
២.Compteur Réactive មូ លេហតុ�ន�្រត�វេ្របើេ�យ�រEDC មិន�ន់គិតលុយៃថ� �មពល Réactive
(�មពល្របតិកម� )
៣.�ពមិន្រប្រកតីៃនកុងទ័រ(Compteur)

គណ� ��៉សុីេត/កុងដង់ និង េធ� ើែខ្សដី
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រេសៀល
យប់

្រពឹក

រេសៀល

១.គណ���៉សុីេត/កុងដង់ែដលេ្របើ�មួ យ្រតង់ស�រ�៉ទ័រ និងប�
� ញតង់ស� ្យង�ប BT (LV)
២.�រេធ� ើ�៉ស់ដី រេបៀប�ស់ �រៈសំ�ន់ និងលំ�ត់ ឧ�ហរណ៍ 1 ; 2
េសៀគ� ីប�� REV/FOR/STOP ១ និង២ កែន� ង
ទន� ឹមនឹងេ�ះ េរៀន I ; U ; Frequency ; P ; Q ; S ; Cosφ ……
ប��ញ និងេរៀន�ស់ែខ្សដី �្រក �មៗ ម� ង៣�ក់ រ �៤�ក់
ប��ំង Video Projector ពីេមេរៀន ្រតង់ស�រ�៉ទ័រ(រ�លឹក)
ប�� ប់េសៀគ� ី REV/FOR/STOP ២កែន� ង
��ចរ �យប់ ែចកបំេពញ ្រក�ស ទិន�ន័យចំ�ប់�រម� ណ៍េ�េស�ករ រ �អ� កបេច� កេទស។ អនុវត� បែន� ម

ៃថ� ទី៤
ចរន� ��ស់
១.ចរន� ��ស់1�� លក� ណៈទូ េ�ៃនចរន� ��
ស់ 1�� ( Frequency, Veff, Vmoy,Vmax …សុី�ល់)
េ្របើអូសុីឡ�ស�ប
�
២.ចរន� ��ស់ 3��; លក� ណៈទូ េ�ៃនចរន� ��ស់3��(Frequency, Veff, Vmoy,Vmax …សុី�ល់)
(ចរន� ��� ំង៣មិនេស� ើ��េកើតឲ្យ�នចរន� ណឺត
)
I 2 ≠ I 3 RR
⇒
៣.តំេឡើងេសៀគ� ីចរន� ��ស់ R,L,C េរៀន�ស់តង់I1ស� ≠្យងេ�ចេ�
� ះ ,IRL
N , RC , LC , RLC
៤.UT �ស់, គណ�, UT បូ កធម� �ខុស��ដូ ចេម� ច? ពន្យល់ពីេហតុផលពី លំ�ក�� U , I
េ�យេធ� ើ��ង�ស់បំេពញ�ម ្រក �មនីមួយៗ
ប��្រត�វ្រប �ង្របយ័ត�
១.ប�� Disjoncteur ធំេលើស Compteur េ្រចើនដង
២.ប���ប់ែខ្ស��ខុសចូ ល Compteur
៣.ប��កុងទ័រ វ �លប���ស់ 1 េលើបុស�ិ៍ 2�� រ �ម៉ូ ទ័រ 3�� េ្របើ 2��
៤.ប���ស់ ចរន� េចញពី Compteur 1�� េលើ I �� ខុសពី IN រ �មិនេស� ើ្រត�វ�ម�ន
៥.រេបៀប�ស់េផ្សងៗៃន�ពមិន្រប្រកតីៃនអតិថិជន េ្របើ្រ�ស់េភ� ើងអគ� ិសនី
៦.�ស់តង់ស� ្យងចេ��ះ��2
៧.�ស់ I 1�� ; I 2�� ; I 3�� ; ILN ?
ប��ប់វគ� បេច� កេទសៈ ្របលង(ពីេ�៉ង១ដល់េ�៉ង៤)
A) ្របលងអនុវត� ៃន�រប�� េលើេ្រគ�ងអគ� ីសនីេផ្សងៗ
B) ្របលងេ្របើឧបករណ៍រ�� ស់ I ,U , P, Q, S , f , Cos
? ϕ ...
C) ្របលង្រទឹស�ីអនុវត� �ស់ែវងេផ្សងៗ តង់ស� ្យង ប៉ូ តង់ែស្យល រ ួចបំេពញក��ង��ង
D) ្របលងគណ�េផ្សងៗេលើែផ� ក Transformateur, ចរន� 3�� តង់ស� ្យង
E) �ក់ពិន��្រត� តពិនិត្យសំ�រៈ និង្របមូ ល្រក�ស់ទិន�ន័យ(Data)
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CURRICULUM FINANCE

Advanced MANAGERS (3 days)
I. Revenue and Operating cost of managements
1) Operating cost
2) Revenue

II. Financial statement and financial Analysis
1) Income statement and Analysis
1.1
Gross Profit Margin : OPM
1.2
Operating Profit Margin : OPM
1.3
Net Profit Margin : NPM
2) Balance Sheet and Analysis
2.1
Current Ratio
2.2
Debit Ratio
2.3
Return on Assets: ROA
2.4
Return on Equity: ROE

III. Time value of money
1) Present value and future value of single amount
1.1
Simple Method
1.2 Compounding Method
2) Present value of money and future value of
money of series cash flows

IV. Project Evaluation
1) Payback Period: PP
2) Time value of money
3) Net Present Value: NPV
4) Internal Rate of Return: IRR
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I- SESSION IN BANTEAY NEANG
(New licensees. Basic)

Date. Duration : 8th August- 20 September 2011
Venue:

a villa, on the national road N° 5, Near Mongkol Borey, (see picture) with good

facilities:
-

dormitory,
restaurant,
classroom and
workshop (for practice on genset and of electrical installation, control board and measurement)

Inauguration
This session was the first one for the programme. We
have been honored by an introducing ceremony
presided by the first Vice-Chaiman, of EAC, HE Hul
Kunnak Vuth, and the acting Executive Director, Mr
Theng Marith, who remind the government energy
policy for rural population, the REF effort for rural
electrification through this training for all REEs over
Cambodia, and the strategy of EAC for the
development of REEs.

Number of trainees
•
•
•

24 “Basic” managers
24 “Basic” Technicians
30 “Advanced” managers

Daily work: (7h30 per day)
. 7h00 a.m.-11h30 a.m.
. 2h00 p.m.-5h00 p.m.
15

Courses and program
We have here three categories of training (see schedule of the training)
1) New licensees (owners). Basic.
a) Technique
for owners
/manager. Duration: 7 days
b) Finance
for owners
Duration: 4 days
2) New
licensees
(Technicians)
Duration: 7 days
3) Finance for Advanced managers
(those who are not far from the training
site) Duration: 3 days

Curriculum (See Preliminary )
Due to the short duration of training, to different knowledge level of trainees (technique,
finance, professional interest,..) and to diversity of needs/desire/wishes/ages/speeds, we have
adapted the curriculum to make courses accessible, pleasant and useful for all (but strongly
keeping in mind the core/essential of the assigned programme).

Teaching and Teachers:
Technique: Chun Vannak, Kim Chenda, Suon Phearin, Chuop Toeun, Ly Tith, Kong Bun

Thoeun, Sem Chanra,

Finance: Theng Marith , AO Veng, Ly Chantnary, Leang Seng Sokpheap, Sem Theng.
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Way and style of teaching/learning
Our trainees have no many abstraction
capacity. We emphasized on measurement and practice by doing, by making
what they need for their daily technical
work, explaining through simple laws of
electricity, showing concrete results of
wrong or right doing. Safety rules are first
taught. Harmful effect of disruption/
disconnection of neutral line? It is
demonstrated on an appropriate didactic
panel….

Concrete practical Experience to teach in
detail on an operational machine/genset……

CKN is himself a REE, and at the same time a vocational training center. He can well understand
the needs and the culture/spirit of REEs for helping them to improve technique and skills.

Reel and operational equipment They
worked on and wired the control
system, measuring devices or timing
control….

orked
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Finance : For the needs of
finance
management according to the EAC standard,
specialist from EAC teaches on concrete
subjects related to recording, financial report,
……..

Attendance (See annex … and ….)
The following table gives the overall picture of attendance. It gives the names of enterprises and their
participants owners (white) or representatives (blue), technicians (white) or additional persons (white)
introduced by REEs. Absence of participation by REEs is represented by Red color. Pink color represents
the REEs which have been visited in the framework of “On the Job Training programme”.
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The following table gives the figure of attendance by categories and their percentage, as a
statistic view on Banteay Neang session.

Comments about the attendance
Basic level: (24 managers and 24 technicians)
-

Over 24 REEs which must attend the courses, there were 6 “totally absent” (25%).
Enough high rate compared to the advanced group of the same region (3.5%). New
REEs generation seemed tend to neglect training.
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-

-

-

Among these 6 REEs, 3 of them (50%) were managed by women. 37% of total of 8
women owners in this region, instead of 19% (3/16) for male managers. May be
women owners/managers are less interested (or fear) in training courses (technical
and financial)? We have to inform/encourage them in the future.
Beside the above “total” absence, there are 6 “partially” absent (absent in one or
two of the three: technique manager, Finance manager, technique for technician).
Some REEs (8) asked to be allowed to send more of their staff at the training (5 for
technique, 3 for Finance). Technique was seen as more important? Attracted more
awareness?
2 technicians who did “not succeed “asked to repeat in the following session. We
welcome them warmly. And they learnt and succeeded well at the second time.
In average, we can state (even though figures are too low for viable statistic):
Presence 68%, Absence 32%; Added 11%; repeaters 3%. High rate of absence.

Advanced level (Finance) (30 managers)
-

Advanced managers in Finance, gave us a very strong satisfaction with 93% (28/30)
of attendance and 10% of added trainees. We can say that the REEs in this region
were aware of the usefulness of training (their attendance for technique in Siemreap
Kantout was also high and confirms that).
On the Job training
All REEs were visited. Tremundous experience. We helped a lot remote REEs who
needed to learn or to be confirmed (by measuring concrete electrical parameters)on
what they had built by themselves. They requested our regular assistance.

Exams. Test. Results (See detailed list in annexe….)
Every session was concluded by an exam-test for certification (on measurement, theory and
technical knowledge, oral questions, practice wiring a control circuit,…) and a personal
evaluation through a questionnaire (see below). We also make tests (weekly test) all long the 7
days of training. So that trainees are incited/encouraged to work regularly.
Followings are results of final exam, sum up in a table. Good success, in the framework of
training. But Low percentage of success (45%-62%) for Basic, compared to the number of REEs
invited. However high rate for Advanced REEs (87%).
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Global Result of tests
Basic+ Advanced

REEs
invited

Manag/Techni

Managers/techn
Present at exam

Added
trainees

Managers/tech
passed

Added trainees
passed

Basic Managers
Technique

24

18

17

1

15 (F2) (83%)

1

Basic managers
Finance

24

14

14

5

11 (F3) (79%)

5

Basic technicians

24

16

16

3

14 (F2) (88%)

3

Advanced manager
Finance

30

28

26 (2P)

2

Banteay Neang

present at
session

26

(93%)

2

P: Permission (inform about impossibility to take part in exam. A: absent, without any explanation. F: has failed (F2: 2 persons failed)
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EXAM-TEST RESULTS
TECHNICAL
BASIC
• Managers groups

• 18 present at exam (17)*
• 16 passed
(15)*
• 2 failed
(2)*
(*) EAC/REF Trainees
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EXAM-TEST RESULTS

TECHNICAL
BASIC
• Technicians Groups

• 19 present at exam (16)*
• 17 passed
(14)*
• 2 failed
(2 )*
(*) EAC/REF Trainees
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EXAM-TEST

FINANCIAL
BASIC
• Managers Groups

• 19 present at exam (14)*
• 16 passed
(11)*
• 3 failed
(3)*
EAC/REF Trainees
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EXAM-TEST RESULTS

FINANCIAL
Advanced Managers Groups
• 30 present at exam (28)*
• 28 passed
(26)*
• 2 Absent
(2)*
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SAFETY SAFETY !
In our training, we particularly cared about safety.
By telling, reminding constantly, through notices,
posters, technical explanation on the causes and
effects of electrical dangers, to preserve lives,
health and wealth. We were trying by practice to
raise/cultivate awareness on that issue, making our
trainees work with helmets, for promoting a good
attitude. Good hope: We found that our trainees
accepted this new way of working with no
reluctance.

Many people think that electrical danger is related to the
voltage. This poster can help change their understanding.
We have printed, and distributed 4000.

Like in
Banteay
Neang,
in
Skoun,
trainees
use also
helmet.

We introduced technical work with helmet.
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4000 posters like this were distributed to
REEs to make population aware of
electrical dangers, of how to prevent them

Questionnaire and results.
Evaluation/Appreciation (See annex… )

This was proceeded in every training site. Rigorous analyzing of all answers is under way. We
know for sure that trainings have good impact on the mind of REEs, inciting them to improve
their skills. They now are aware of their lack of technical skills. 75% wish to learn to built
control circuits for their installations. They asked for further and regular training. Some were
ready to pay. (See evaluation in Siemreap Kantout Center)
Questions
1-You have followed the training for
a while. What have you learnt?
What have you globally
memorized?.........
2-What are you the most interested
in and responds to your needs for
your work? …………
3- For you, what Is new in this
training session, and what do you
like the most?................................
4- In the case where you have to
make an assessment, and in a scale
of maximum of 10 marks, how do
you estimate your evaluation for
the following points:
• Curriculum and
methodology…………… /10
• Efforts, skills and
competency of CKN
staff…………… …….
/10
• Didactic and equipment for
training………………….. /10
• Accommodations
hospitality…………… .. /10
• Food………………… ……. /10
5-What are your wishes/interest/suggestions for improving next training, if any? Please write
down all your recommendations………………………………………………………………………………..
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SOME ANSWERS TO THE
QUESTIONNAIRE

We have classified all answers in 24 points. Trainees want to be trained more in technique
especially for skills in control devices/systems, in improving power loss, in calculating size
of breakers, in earthing/grounding technique, MV transformers,… In one word, for
improving their grid and for more satisfaction in their professional activities.
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Assessments
We can sum up as follows:
1) Trainees were globally satisfied. Most of them enjoyed learning applied technique and
Finance. Applied technique and skills were especially appreciated by technicians and
managers. We have 11% “added trainees. Those who stayed in the training site worked
hard to understand better and to acquire practice. Some requested to have more
training, if possible regular training.
Answers to our questionnaire shown general satisfaction and requests for training.
2) They wished strongly further training, but in various fields of technique, according to
their level and their needs.
3) There was less physical presence of the owners/managers. Representatives were
enough numerous. REEs seemed having not enough personal or were too busy. Overlap
with EAC meetings/seminars was also one of reasons of absence.
4) Profile of REEs seems have changed, with more and more enterprises whose owners are
more or less businessmen, than themselves technicians.
5) Finance sessions: There were more young representatives (no many owners) who were
rapid in capturing lessons. We had big difficulties, when the class mixes old and young
people. They seemed all appreciate structured lessons and applied practice for
enabling/easing them to work with EAC demands.
6) The average rate of attendance (68%) was usual, as in previous training. What we
wanted, was to improve it, through the quality of training. However, with enough
numerous training programmes, and also because their small size, REEs were not able to
participate at all invitations.
7) Concerning the training, CKN put all efforts to create good conditions for learning, for
accommodations as well in term of appropriate didactic equipment. Trainees had
necessary materials, tools and trainer guidance for practice, measurement, questioning,
even in the evening time. Subjects and methodology of teaching/learning were related
to the needs of REEs. Safety was our concern. As REE ourselves, we feel being
resonating with them. Rigor and solidarity are our way for contributing to the rural
electricians development.
8) CKN think that he was facing with success the challenge of a dense training (in 5
months) for more than 400 people, in 3 sites, with accommodation. He has introduced
and implemented an innovative idea/ activity of on the job training in assisting directly
REEs face to their concrete problems. Reports from the ground indicate that our works
met strongly the reel needs of remote REEs.
9) We thank deeply REF for its strong support for this powerful concept/idea. We firmly
are convinced that this way is an efficient one to improve rural electrification.
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II- SESSION IN SKOUN
(“Basic” Groups + 2 Advanced groups (Financial) )
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III- SESSION IN SKOUN
(New Licensees for Basic (Technique and Finance) and Advanced REEs for finance)

Date: 21 september -4 november 2011
Venue: in a house, with
-

dormitory,
restaurant,
classroom and workshop
Daily timing:
. 7h00 a.m.-11h30 a.m.
. 2h00 p.m.-5h00 p.m.

Number of trainees
•
•
•

24 “Basic” managers
24 “Basic” Technicians
26 “Advanced” managers

Courses and program (like in Banteay Neang)
1)

2)
3)

New licensees (owners). Basic.
a) Technique for owners /managers
(see program). Duration: 7 days
b) Finance for managers. Duration:
4 days
New licensees (Technicians) Duration:
7 days
Finance for Advanced managers (those
who arenot far from the training site)

Duration: 3 days

Curriculum are same than in Banteay Neang.
Teaching and workshop proceed on the same model used in Banteay Neang.

Boards waiting to host trainees for electrical installation
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A lot of multimeters, ready for promoting
measurement skills

Teaching and Equipment :

Technical cours

Wiring control pannel

Mounting a timer control system

He does with intérest what he will use in his installation

How to use to wire TI (Current transformer)

Studying cabling a motor and a genset

With Sokpheap: Finance course
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After 7 days, you are capable of doing this? How do you think of?

Attendance (See annex … and ….)
The following table gives the picture of attendance. It gives the names of enterprises and their
participants owners (white) or representatives (blue), technicians (white) or additional persons
(white) introduced by REEs. Absence of participation by REEs is represented by Red color. Pink
color represents the REEs which have been visited in the framework of “On the Job Training
programme”.
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Important Note : last column indications are
related to the “On the JOB Training”. We can
state progress for this programme
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The following table gives the figure of attendance by categories and their percentage, as a
statistic view on Skoun session.

Comments about the attendance
Basic level: (24 managers and 24 technicians)
-

-

Average rate of absence (43%) is high and higher than in Banteay Neang (32%).
Certainly because of exceptional flooding in October. This is confirmed by a high
absence rate of advanced managers: 27% against 7% in Banteay Neang.
Over 24 REEs which must attend the technical courses, there were 6 “totally”
absents (24%). Among these 6 REEs, 3 of them are managed by women owners (33%
of total of 9 women owners in this region. Instead of 27% (3/15) for men managers.
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-

-

That suggests again that women managers could be less interested in training
courses (technical and financial) ?. We have to more inform them.
Beside the above “total” absence, there are 10 “partially” absents. Technique:
9/24=> 38%. Finance:13/24=> 54%. Again Technique is seen as more important?
Attracts more awareness?
Only 2 REEs (instead of 8 in Banteay Neang) asked to admit more of their staff at the
training (2 for Finance). Specific difficulties in the region (flooding)?
In average, (even though figures are too low for viable statistic): Presence 57% (68%
in BTN), Absence 43% (32% BTN); Added trainees 3% ( 11% BTN); repeaters :0% (3%)
All indicators present worse data for Skoun.

Advanced level (Finance) (26 managers )
-

Here attendance also decreases: 73% (19/26) compared to 93% in Banteay neang. .

Exams. Test. Results
We were proceeding in the same manner than in Banteay Neang, with the spirit of
rigor and effort to maintain the seriousness of training for the sake of improving
quality, technique and development of rural electricity. And beyond that technical
financial aspect, we can contribute to a good attitude for safety, maintenance and
prosperity (saving money).
Followings are final results of final exam, sumed up in a table. Detailed informations
are given on the annex pages (………)

Global Result of tests
Basic+ Advanced

REEs
invited

Manag/Tech
ni
present at
session

Managers/tech
n
Present at
exam

Added
trainees

Managers/
tech
passed

Added
trainees
passed

Basic Managers Technique

24

15

13

0

13

0

Basic manager Finance

24

11

11

1

8 (3F)

1

Basic technicians

24

15

14

0

14

0

Advanced manager Finance

26

19

17 (1P)

1

15(2F)

1

Skoun

Compared to Banteay Neang, drop out of trainees in Skoun has much deteriorated. However,
the rate of success in exam in technique is enough good. REEs are more interested in
Technique. In Finance courses, REEs representatives are young, and have good speed for
learning finance matters.
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EXAM-TEST RESULTS
TECHNICAL
BASIC
• Managers Groups
• 13 present at exam
• 13 passed
• 0 failed
(*) EAC/REF Trainees

(13)*
(13)*
(0)*
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EXAM-TEST RESULT
TECHNICAL
BASIC
• Technicians Groups
• 14 present at exam
• 14 passed
• 0 failed
(*) EAC/REF Trainees

(14)*
(14)*
(0)*
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EXAM-TEST RESULT
FINANCE
BASIC
• MANAGERS Groups
• 12 present at exam
• 9 passed
• 3 failed
(*) EAC/REF Trainees

(11)*
(8)*
(3)*
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EXAM-TEST RESULT
FINANCE
AVANCED
• MANAGERS Groups
• 18 present at exam
• 16 passed
• 2 failed
(*) EAC/REF Trainees

(17)*
(15)*
(2)*
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EVALUATION
In the same way, we made fulfill our questionnaire. Like in Banteay Mean Chey, trainees were
satisfied. They wish to learn more, after they have tasted the technical and financial knowledge. At the
end of the session, they found the training duration too short. But generally they want also everything
“free”, except some who were ready to pay.
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ASSESSMENT
- We have moved, on September 20th, from Banteay Neang to Skoun
without any problem. One day later, we have started the training in
Skoun , at due time.
- Training in Skoun has faced a heavy problem of attendance: absence of
35% -43%.
Causes:
o Less interest in training?
o Lack of knowledge, so lack of capacity to like technique or
Finance.
o REEs business=Immediate profit. Less interest for technique too.
o Overlapping with EAC meetings (seminars and trainings).
o Especially, heavy flooding on September –October (many works to
look after their installations threaten by water)
o Most of small REEs have little staff, sometimes almost alone.
- In term of training organization, training has been completed with
success. Students who were coming, were happy to learn. They shown
interest, discipline spirit, especially obey the safety rule. We enjoyed
explaining the causes of electric shock, putting in their mind the
necessity of safety attitude. They love to practice, and all of them have
built with their hand control circuits, timing circuits,… That gives them
confidence on their ability.
- After a long interruption (flooding), the “On the Job training” resumed in
late November. CKN has launched several trainers on the track, and now
we have, at 90%, overcome the programme.
- After our experience in Banteay Neang and Skoun regions, the “On the
Job training” can be perceived as a powerful way to help remote REEs,
who need technical skills to improve grid, control system,… and
maintenance. They lack technical knowledge and they feel isolated/
lonely. They don’t dare to undertake any deep improvement work. We
now understand better why in their answers to questionnaire, they
insist on regular training, especially in the technical field.
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